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Structure of talk

• Free trade in a historical perspective

• Evaluation of arguments in favor and against TTIP

o “TTIP will boost economic growth and bring jobs”

o “The value of TTIP lies in its strategic benefits”

o “TTIP will have a negative impact on developing countries”

o “TTIP is made for big corporations”

o “Regulatory cooperation means race-to-the-bottom”

• Conclusion



International trade

• “If an exchange is voluntary, it will not take place unless both parties believe they
will benefit.” – Milton Friedman

• International trade is in essence not different from national trade.

• Why trade? Increase in welfare

o diversity (resources, climate, skills, knowledge, taste, …)

o specialization

o scale effects

 complete free trade achieves highest global welfare.

• However, when goods cross borders, different governments get involved…



Free trade in a historical perspective

• Hard to speak of ‘international trade’ before rise of concept nation state, but free 
trade in ancient cultures (Egyptians import spices from Arabian, Greeks trade with
countries around Mediterranean, Silk road, Vasco da Gama,…)

• Concept of trade restrictions stems from the 16th century:

o 1516 all beer in Bavaria has to adhere to purity law

o mercantilism theory

• UK starts to practice free trade by the 1840s, and first free trade agreement is put in 
place in 1860 between UK and France (Cobden-Chevalier Treaty)

• Great Depression and US Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act triggers new wave of 
protectionism and beggar-thy-neighbour policies

• 1947: General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 

• 1990s: rise of bilateral and plurilateral trade agreements

• Great Recession: sharp decline in trade



Boom of trade agreements since 1990s
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Source: DG Trade, European Commission







TTIP: why so sensitive?

• Familiarity with the partner

• New type of trade agreement

• Touches upon long-standing issues (e.g. in food, chemical and pharmaceutical 
sector)

• Between two strong economies with considerable political power, who are strong 
competitors in many fields

• Some proposals are (too) far-reaching



Arguments in favor or against TTIP evaluated:

“TTIP will boost economic growth and bring jobs”



Arguments in favor or against TTIP evaluated:
“TTIP will boost economic growth and bring jobs”

• Benefits of free trade agreements in general:

o Free trade is good!

o Removing tariffs means lower prices for imported goods for consumers, and
companies can sell their goods abroad cheaper. It also means more competition
on the domestic market, adjustment costs, more efficient companies and
economies of scale.

o From a global perspective: multilateral trade liberalization is better than
preferential trade liberalization (discrimination), but preferential trade
liberalization is better than no liberalization.

o Dynamic effects: strong link between trade and investments.

o Global value chains: cheaper imports = competitive edge!

o But, a bigger pie does not mean everyone gets a bigger piece… Macro-effects
versus distributional effects.





Arguments in favor or against TTIP evaluated:
“TTIP will boost economic growth and bring jobs”

• Predicting the ex ante effect of FTAs empirically is very difficult.

• Based on a general equilibrium model: very complex model, depends strongly on 
the (many) assumptions made about economic base variables. Moreover, based on 
different liberalization scenarios of TTIP, which are not always very realistic.

• Ecorys (2009) and CEPR (2013):

• Predict a growth bonus of 0.5% for the EU GDP and 0.4% for the US GDP by 2027. 

• Employment is predicted to increase with 0.5%. 

• A household of 4 would see an increase in their yearly income of 500 euros. 

• Predictions of Felbermayr et al (2013) and OFSE (2014) are a lot less positive, but still
find a general positive impact of TTIP.



• Evaluating ex post effects makes more sense from an econometric perspective –
what is the effect of the trade agreements the EU already has?

• Soete, S. and Van Hove, J. (2015). Dissecting the Trade Effects of Europe’s Economic
Integration Agreements, CES discussion paper, University of Leuven.

• Research question: what is the impact of FTAs on the EU and the member states?

o Focus on heterogeneity of effects

o Difference between imports and exports

o Difference between the intensive margin (intensity of trade) and the extensive
margin (diversification of trade, or number of products traded)

• Conclusion: impact of FTAs is not uniform, but general modest postive effect

o Depends on deepness of integration of the trade agreements

o Depends on differences in economic structures of the member states

Arguments in favor or against TTIP evaluated:
“TTIP will boost economic growth and bring jobs”



Heterogeneous impact FTAs on EU trade



Heterogeneous impact FTAs on EU trade



Heterogeneous impact FTAs on EU trade: Member
States



• Evaluating ex post effects makes more sense – what is the effect of the trade
agreements the EU already has?

• However, TTIP is different than most trade agreements…

o Tariffs between both trade partners are already very low (2% on average, but 
with some serious outliers), and both countries are already fairly integrated.

o High non-tariff trade barriers such as safety standards, government procurement
and other regulations. This could be a potential source of high economic
benefits.

o Big part of transatlantic trade is in services, which requires specific liberalisation
initiatives.

o TTIP is about so much more than liberalizing trade.

Arguments in favor or against TTIP evaluated:
“TTIP will boost economic growth and bring jobs”



“The value of TTIP lies in its strategic benefits”



• Important trade relationship:

o Small relative changes will have big absolute effects.

o Dynamic effects: strong link between trade and other domains, such as FDI.

• Setting a global standard will enforce position EU and US in world trade.

o Global context: importance of EU and US in world trade is declining sharply and
liberalizing trade multilaterally through the WTO has come to a stop.

o TTIP would be a compromise between US and EU standard FTAs, and will be
used as a template for future FTAs. Hence US and EU can define global trade
rules through TTIP.

o Harmonised regulations will set a global standard for many products.

o Spillover effects might be more important than direct effects.

o TTIP might improve market acces world wide by making progress in multilateral
trade rounds feasible again.

Arguments in favor or against TTIP evaluated:
“The value of TTIP lies in its strategic benefits”



Main trade partners EU28 for 2015

Imports Exports

Source: Eurostat



Share in world trade in goods and services



“TTIP will have a negative impact 
on developing countries”



• Preferential trade liberalization tends to make third parties worse off, because they
are discriminated and cannot benefit of the better market access.

• However,

o Difference between third countries and developing countries.

o Most developing countries already get preferential access from EU and US 
through the Generalised Scheme of Preferences or Everything but Arms.

o Harmonisation of rules will have a positive impact on third countries, while
mutual recognition of rules will have a negative impact.

o Mitigation of potential negative effects through multilateral trade rounds.

Arguments in favor or against TTIP evaluated: “TTIP 
will have a negative impact on developing countries”



“TTIP is made for big corporations”



• Non-tariff barriers between US and EU are very important:

o Estimated to 10-20% customs duties equivalent, with costs raised up to 73% for 
EU exports and 57% for US exports in certain sectors.

o This is mainly a problem for SMEs, who do not have the knowledge or resources 
to deal with bureaucracy. This creates an uneven playing field and unfair 
competition.

o SMEs are prominent in processed food, machinery and motor vehicle part 
sectors – sectors with very high tariff peaks or a lot of non-tariff barriers. This in 
terms of number of firms (94-99%), value added (12-51%) and employment (17-
63%).

• US negotiatiors get more input from field experts in very technical and complex 
matters than EU. Balance between better/more information and lobbying.

• Investor-to-state-dispute-settlement (ISDS) clause.

Arguments in favor or against TTIP evaluated: 
“TTIP is made for big corporations”



“Regulatory cooperation means race-to-the-bottom”



Economics of regulatory differences
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• 2 reasons for differences in regulations:

o Real differences in standards

o Instrument of strategic trade policy (e.g. duplication of bureaucratic efforts in car
and chemical industry)

• Goal: eliminate unnecessary trade barriers and create a fair playing field for
companies and competition.

o No time for harmonisation of existing rules in most sectors due to time 
constraint (momentum and political pressures).

o At this moment: “regulatory cooperation”.

o Prejudice that EU regulations are the safest in the world not always correct.

o EU could insist on race-to-the-top to protect workers and environment.

o Another option is harmonisation through new and better standards to ensure fair 
competition (e.g. electric mobility). This could also help fend off competition
from third countries with low standards. 

Arguments in favor or against TTIP evaluated: 
“Regulatory cooperation means race-to-the-bottom”



• But… regulatory cooperation also opens the door for serious lobbying.

o Political control and checks and balances

o Transparency

o Stakeholder groups and experts

• Main historical example of regulatory cooperation: European Common Market.

o Important to weight (potentially big) economic benefits of regulatory
cooperation against potentially negative effects of deregulation and differences
in preferences.

o This is a long and difficult proces! 

o Fast trade and investment deal = bad trade and investment deal.

Arguments in favor or against TTIP evaluated: 
“Regulatory cooperation means race-to-the-bottom”



Conclusion

• Trade part of TTIP has many potential benefits. 

o But predicting the exact impact in € is difficult.

o TTIP is not only about trade.

• Like any big economic shock, TTIP will result in a painful restructuring process for
certain sectors/companies.

o Global positive impact does not mean positive impact on all sectors or Member 
States.

o This also presents opportunities. 

o Negative effects can be mitigated by EU or member states.


